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Case Study
ArmorClad Custom Epoxy Floor

Size

Product

Client
Jared H

1,500 square feet

Project
Garage & Auto Shop

ArmorClad Flake Epoxy Kit

In the pursuit of transforming his garage into a
stylish haven for his prized automobiles, Jared was
looking for a top quality epoxy floor coating to re do
his space. Driven by the desire for a durable and
visually striking flooring solution, he set his sights
on an industrial-grade epoxy. Recognizing the
potential of the ArmorPoxyy system, Jared aimed
not only for resilience but also for a design that
would enhance the aesthetic appeal of his garage,
creating a sleek and personalized space that would
complement the stature of his cherished cars. This
venture would not only redefine the practicality of
his garage floor but also serve as a canvas for an
automotive-inspired garage hangout. Timeline

3 Days

Solution
Jared selected ArmorPoxy's ArmorClad Epoxy kit, a 100% solids
epoxy kit with 2-part military grade topcoat with non-skid
additive. The epoxy kit included everything needed for a DIY
installation. Jared chose our Medium Gray epoxy as the base, he
took customization to the next level with a unique flake
combination for added texture. Adding a touch of creativity,
Jared incorporated glow-in-the-dark flakes to infuse his garage
with a cool vibe. This simple yet inventive addition not only
enhanced the floor's aesthetic appeal during the day but also
transformed the garage into a visually captivating space after
dark. By combining durability with personalized design elements,
Jared turned his garage floor into the ulimate garage and
automotive space to hang in.

ArmorClad Epoxy Kit
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Color
Medium Gray Epoxy

with Black, White,
Powder Blue, Glow
in the Dark Flakes

Location
Luther, OK
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Features 
Easy to install
5-6x thicker than standard paint
All materials included
Chemical resistant 
Easy to clean 
Non slip
Prevents hot tire pickup 
Stain resistant
Abraision resistant 


